
Wrestler of the Day – July
15: Al Snow
What does everybody want? Al Snow as Wrestler of the Day!

Snow  got his start in the indies way back in 1982, where he
became known as the best kept secret in wrestling. Naturally
he  did  some  jobbing  in  the  WWF,  including  this  match  on
Wrestling Challenge from September 1, 1993.

Undertaker vs. Steve Moore

Undertaker slowly hammers away to start and I think you can
see  what’s  coming  from  here.  There’s  Old  School  and  the
Tombstone ends this quick.

Snow would head to SMW and stick around for several years.
Here’s his TV Debut in February 1994.

Al Snow vs. George South

Snow  is  a  very  cocky  heel  here  and  calls  himself  Simply
Sensational. Feeling out process to start until Snow hammers
away, only to miss a charge into the corner. Snow comes right
back  and  nails  a  nice  slingshot  legdrop  followed  by  a
springboard splash for the pin. That was a nice finisher.

Snow would form the Dynamic Duo with Unabom (Kane) after the
match. Here they are on August 5, 1995.

Dynamic Duo vs. Matt Hardy/Jason Arnhdt

Snow and Jason get things going with Al hammering away before
hitting a nice shwwlbarrow suplex. Off to Unabom (yes it’s
spelled that way here) for a powerslam, setting up a superkick
from Snow. Al misses a cross body and makes the tag to Matt
(yes  that)  Hardy)  who  is  launched  into  the  corner.  A
clothesline/German suplex combo is enough to easily pin Hardy.
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Total squash.

Snow would head to the WWF as Avatar, something resembling a
genie. Here’s a match from January 1996.

1-2-3 Kid/Sid vs. Avatar/Aldo Montoya

Sid and the Kid are part of the Million Dollar Corporation.
It’s a brawl to start with a double flip clothesline putting
the Kid down. Avatar wheelbarrow suplexes Kid for two before
it’s off to the arm. Aldo comes in with a chop but Kid kicks
Avatar’s head off to take over. The Kid finally gets over to
the corner for the tag to Sid as house is cleaned. A chokeslam
plants Aldo and the powerbomb is enough for Kid to get an easy
pin.

Rating: D+. There was actually some psychology here if you can
believe that. The idea of keeping Sid out is an idea that the
Horsemen  used  whenever  they  were  facing  the  Giant  in  the
Dungeon of Doom feud and it makes a bunch of sense here. I
can’t believe this was as good as it was, even though it
wasn’t much to see.

Another of Snow’s gimmicks was Leif Cassidy, including this
match at Summerslam 1996.

Tag Titles: Smoking Gunns vs. New Rockers vs. Bodydonnas vs.
Godwinns

The heel Gunns are defending and this is under elimination
rules. The New Rockers are Marty Jannetty and Leif Cassidy (Al
Snow) and the Bodydonnas are Skip (Chris Candido) and Zip (Tom
Pritchard). Skip is in a neck brace here due to a potentially
broken neck but he’s wrestling anyway. The Gunns have Sunny
who looks GREAT as a cowgirl. Billy Gunn starts with Henry
Godwinn with Hank throwing Billy around with ease.

A wheelbarrow slam sends Billy out to the floor and it’s off
to Phineas vs. Zip. After a comedic feeling out process it’s



off to both Gunns at the same time. Zip and Phineas strut
across the ring for no apparent reason as the Gunns freak out
about having to fight each other. The referee says either make
contact or be disqualified. After no contact, Bart tags in Zip
so the crowd can have something else to be bored by. Jannetty
trips Zip and Billy gets an easy pin so the Bodydonnas don’t
have to be out there long.

Henry comes back in to crank on Billy’s arm but Billy quickly
tags out to Jannetty. Marty slowly pounds on Henry and plays
to the comatose crowd. Leif gets the tag but quickly brings in
Billy to work over Henry. The Rockers have a miscue with the
Gunns and Henry gets two off a side slam on Billy. Marty’s
save results in an elbow drop on Billy as everything breaks
down. Henry kicks Marty into Leif and hits the Slop Drop
(reverse DDT) on Cassidy for the elimination.

We’re down to the Godwinns vs. the champions and it’s Bart in
for the first time. Henry explodes out of the corner with a
clothesline  to  put  both  guys  down.  Bart  breaks  up  a  tag
attempt as this match is dragging terribly. Billy comes in and
the place is so silent you can hear the insults between the
wrestlers.

Back to Bart to pound away on Henry for a few moments before
bringing Billy back in. Henry catches a charging Billy in a
World’s  strongest  Slam  and  there’s  the  lukewarm  tag  to
Phineas.  He  cleans  house  and  everything  breaks  down  with
Phineas hitting the Slop Drop on Billy, only to have Bart
blast Phineas from the top for the pin to retain.

Rating: D-. This was so boring I could barely keep my eyes
open. The tag title scene was so barren at this point that
there were practically zero interesting acts at all. That
would be the case for over a year when the New Age Outlaws
FINALLY brought the division back to life for a few years.
Terribly boring match.



Another match from In Your House XIII.

Marc Mero vs. Leif Cassidy

Cassidy doesn’t even get an entrance. Instead he slaps Mero in
the face and gets taken down by an armdrag for his efforts. We
hit the armbar for a bit with Mero in control but Cassidy
fights up and shoves the referee before bailing to the floor.
Leif wraps Mero’s leg around the rope but Sable goes after
him, allowing Mero to come back with right hands. Back in and
a  slingshot  legdrop  keeps  Cassidy  in  trouble  with  Mero
shouting to stay away from Sable.

Cassidy comes back with a pair of dropkicks to the knee and
Mero is in trouble. More kicks to the knee have Marc on the
mat and Leif slaps on a leg lace. Mero’s knee is slammed down
into the mat as the fans are starting to wake up a bit here.
Back to the leg lock as Mero’s offense is stopped cold again.
Mero finally reaches over and grabs a rope so Leif keeps
stomping away.

The leg locks continue until Mero fights up and scores with an
enziguri, setting up a rollup for two. Cassidy will have none
of this being on defense and puts on a lame figure four leg
lock but Sable helps Marc get to the ropes. Leif goes after
Sable so Mero dives through the ropes to take him out. Back in
and Marc rams him face first into the mat a few times before a
Samoan drop sets up the Wild Thing for the pin.

Rating: D+. I didn’t hate the match and the psychology was
working, but the execution was rather boring for the most
part.  This  was  more  about  pushing  Sable  as  having  more
backbone and Mero being more protective of her, but I see no
reason for this to have been on PPV. This could have been
accomplished in half the time on TV which brings this down.
Not a horrible match though.

It was off to ECW soon after this, including this match at
Born To Be Wired.



TV Title: Taz vs. Al Snow

Snow is challenging and is on the verge of the push of a
lifetime which would result in Heyman completely screwing up
and not putting the world title on him because Shane Douglas
must be champion forever in ECW. Snow rips into the fans for
saying that he’s not Leif Cassidy (role he played in WWE) but
Al Snow. The fans want Taz to murder Snow which is the norm
for them most of the time.

After a long stall Taz takes it to the mat to take over. The
fans want Snow’s neck broken. The champ cranks on the arm and
does it again after Snow escapes. Snow tries to fight up and
gets caught in an ankle hold. This is all mat stuff so far and
it’s pretty good as well. After Snow bails to the floor he
comes back in and is immediately caught in an Alabama Slam but
he hits a kind of enziguri to the face of the champ to take
over.

A suplex puts Taz down and the fans are still all over Snow.
Taz is like screw this wrestling stuff and takes Snow down to
pound away, but Snow rakes the eyes. Now Taz is like screw
this brawling stuff and suplexes Snow down. Snow slams him
down and fires off some kicks but gets pounded in the face for
his efforts. Taz comes back with a German suplex but walks
into a suplex from Snow. That gets no sold and it’s the
Tazmission to retain the title.

Rating: C+. This never quite clicked as they were didn’t seem
quite sure what they were going for as Taz kept switching from
wrestling to brawling. Maybe that’s what they were going for
but it didn’t quite work. Snow as a guy completely hated by
the fans because he used to be in the WWF worked fine and it
worked even better when he turned into the psycho head shaking
guy. Not terrible here but it was your usual Taz match from
this time period. The mat stuff was good though.

Snow  would  get  that  mega  push  soon  after  and  main  event



Wrestlepalooza 1998.

ECW World Title: Al Snow vs. Shane Douglas

Shane is defending and is badly injured coming in. He takes
the huge brace off his arm, leaving it only with a bunch of
bandages over it. They trade chops to start until Snow goes
for the bad arm. Shane quickly bails to the ropes so Al
punches him in the face. Al goes up top but Francine pulls him
back  down.  They  head  outside  for  more  brawling  with  Snow
sending him into the barricade.

Back  in  and  some  shoulders  get  two  for  Snow  but  Shane
dropkicks him down and puts on a chinlock. Shane lets go and
sets up four chairs in the middle of the ring. Snow gets
powerbombed through two of them for a near fall as the fans
try to rally behind him. He comes back with a DDT but has to
deal with Candido.

Shane grabs the belly to belly for two and Al has new life. He
has to go and take out the Triple Threat again before getting
two off a high cross body on Shane. The locker room comes out
as the Snow Plow connects for two. Francine comes in and takes
a Snow Plow as the Freaks take out Candido and Bigelow. Snow
goes up for a top rope sunset flip…..and Shane sits down on it
to retain the title.

Rating:  D.  The  match  was  watchable  but  the  booking  was
horrible. This match was basically a love letter to Shane
Douglas from Paul Heyman as all night long we heard about how
Shane was coming in at less than 100% and how he’d be going
away for surgery after the match. What makes it worse is
that’s absolutely true. From what I can find, Shane would
wrestle one tag match between this show and September, meaning
the title just wasn’t defended in that span of time.

As for Snow not getting the title, there’s more of a case for
that making sense. Snow was officially under contract to the
WWF at this point and was being called back to work there, so



putting the title on him didn’t make sense if he was about to
leave. However, Snow would wrestle another month or so for ECW
and put a bunch of people over. This begs the question of why
not put him on top for a quick run and then give the belt to
someone else.

The argument against this idea would be that it makes the
reign seem worthless. While this is true, history is shown
that this really doesn’t mean much. Look at Mick Foley’s first
WWF Title reign in 1999. Yes Foley dropped the title in less
than a month, but the moment was absolutely perfect and is
still very fondly remembered over fifteen years later. Snow
winning the title would have been the same idea: it had been
built up so strongly that the loss completely deflated the
fans.

That’s the final problem with this decision. The fans are
basically told to never get behind someone because the company
is going to crush them at their biggest moment. As a fan, why
should I care about someone for a long time after Snow? This
broke their spirits and took away all the energy they had
going into the match. That’s something you never want to do,
especially when the reward was about eight months off.

Snow would be back in the WWF soon and have a match on Raw for
his job, September 21, 1998.

Al Snow vs. Sgt. Slaughter

This is a boot camp match, which basically means a street
fight. Before the match Snow does the questions about Head. If
Snow wins he’s reinstated but if he loses he’s gone. Sarge
jumps him and rips off Snow’s shirt as Cornette says that Snow
is as crazy as a rainbow trout in a carwash. Snow comes back
with a superkick and a slingshot into the post. Snow has
Slaughter’s belt and whips the Sarge’s back and they go to the
floor.

He gets a chair but his swing hits the post. A chair to the



back of Snow gets two on the floor. Snow shrugs that off and
hits something like Poetry in Motion up against the railing. A
moonsault off the barricade only gets two. Cornette is just
great on commentary, snapping off all kinds of analysis and
insane things but staying entertaining the entire time. Snow
goes up top with the chair but as he moonsaults with it, Sarge
moves  and  Al  hits  canvas.  Cobra  Clutch  goes  on  but  Snow
escapes. He breaks it up again with a low blow and Sarge takes
off his boot. That goes nowhere and a shot with Head gets the
pin for Al.

Rating: D. This was nothing but a way to finally give Al a
reason to be around every week, even though he has been for
like four months. Sarge is only so interesting and it was
pretty clear that he wasn’t going to win here. I like Snow but
this did nothing for me for the most part and that’s not a
good thing.

Snow would quickly find his niche in the Hardcore Title hunt.
Here he is in a title match at In Your House XXVII.

Hardcore Title: Al Snow vs. Bob Holly

The title is vacant coming in due to the champion Road Dogg
being injured. The brawl is on to start with Snow scoring with
a quick chair shot. They head into the crowd with Snow in
control until he gets slammed down onto some steps. Holly
blasts him in the face with a fire extinguisher and breaks a
glass jaw over Snow’s head, only to be sprayed down by the
fire extinguisher as well.

They head backstage with both guys being thrown into doors
until Snow pelts a trashcan at Holly. Bob comes back with a
beer case and they fight outside where it’s 40 degrees at
most. Holly is rammed head first into the side of a truck and
they head over to the fire lane with Holly breaking a no
parking sign over Al’s back. Snow seems to be laughing as
Holly gets two. They head over to a wall and then a fence with



Snow shouting at Holly for turning on him by leaving the
J.O.B. Squad.

A stop sign to Snow’s back knocks him onto the banks of the
Mississippi River but Al knocks him into a wheelbarrow. They
fight over to some trees and closer to the water with Holly
hitting him in the head with something made of metal. Snow
comes back with some kicks and choking on the dirt before
Holly is thrown into the water to fire up the fans in the
arena. Holly comes back by sending Snow into a tree before
Snow comes back with shots to the kidneys. They slug it out
even more with Holly wrapping him up in some chain link fence
for the pin and the title.

Rating: D+. This is one where you individual taste may vary
widely  either  way.  The  match  was  definitely  more  of  a
spectacle than a contest which is fine, but if that’s not your
thing then you were going to hate this. These two would have
more and more of these insane fights which were very hit or
miss. It wasn’t bad but it was only for certain tastes.

And another match at In Your House XXVIII.

Hardcore Title: Al Snow vs. Hardcore Holly

Holly is defending. They’re on the floor almost immediately
with Snow being sent into the steps. That’s close enough to
actual wrestling so they head into the crowd for the real meat
of the match. Back to ringside with Snow getting two off a
moonsault from the apron. Snow finds a hockey stick under the
ring and breaks it apart to blast Holly in the back. Snow got
busted open somewhere in there.

Holly gets beaten on with the stick for a few moments until
Snow brings in a table. He takes too long setting it up though
and Holly gets in a shot with the hockey stick. They head to
the aisle where Holly gets two off a suplex. The fight goes
into  the  back  with  Snow  being  rammed  into  various  metal
objects.  Holly  finds  a  well  placed  kitchen  sink  which  is



destroyed against a wall instead of Snow’s head.

They go out to the parking lot with Holly setting off a car
alarm when he’s rammed into a hood. Snow finds a broom to
break over Holly’s back and walks him over to some steps back
into  the  arena.  Holly  throws  him  over  the  ledge  into  a
dumpster and follows in with a splash for two. They head back
to more cars before fighting into the production truck with
Snow throwing him out the door and onto the top of a car for
two.

Snow accidentally kicks the window so Holly can punch him back
into the arena. Holly whips him into a metal sheet and they
head back into the arena where Snow hits him with a frying pan
for tow. Hardcore avoids going through the table with a frying
pan  shot  of  his  own  before  superplexing  Snow  through  the
table. The referee counts to nine until Holly drapes an arm
over Snow for two. Snow crawls over to the corner and grabs
Head so he can knock Holly unconscious for the pin and the
title.

Rating: D+. Lawler sums up the match as soon as it’s over:
“After all that, the Head did it?” That’s the problem with
something like this. After all the carnage and weapon shots,
including frying pans and that great table spot, it was a
mannequin head that got the pin? That’s a bit of a stretch to
put it mildly. Also way too long here as this was nearly
sixteen minutes.

Snow would be in a Tag Team Title match at Survivor Series
1999.

Tag Titles: New Age Outlaws vs. Mankind/Al Snow

The Outlaws are defending. Ross accuses Billy of being the
driver but Lawler doesn’t care at all. Mankind says Austin
will get through this. Gunn and Mankind get things going with
Billy getting two off a neckbreaker. We hit a sleeper like a
minute in and then we look at the Head. JR and Jerry are



arguing again as the guys in the ring go to the floor, making
them guys no longer in the ring.

Roadie accidentally hits Billy in the face and it’s off to
Snow vs. Road Dogg. JR talks about Snow having his action
figure pulled off the shelves at Wal-Mart because some stupid
professor said that having a severed head included in a toy
would send the wrong message to her kids about violence to
women. This is going to be a quick sidebar.

First and foremost, it’s not a severed head. It’s a mannequin
head and simply LOOKING AT THE THING would tell you that.
Second, if you’re concerned about what kind of impression a
toy would give to your kids, either A, don’t buy it for them,
or B, tell them why you don’t like it. Heaven forbid you have
to tell your kid he can’t have something he wants because you
deem it inappropriate. Third, and this is the part that I like
best, Snow mentioned in a promo that clearly the stores care
about their customers because they pulled the figure from the
shelves, but the guns, bullets and knives are still on the
shelves.

Anyway, now that the people who can’t think before they run
their mouths and have to decide how people should live their
lives because apparently people aren’t smart enough to make
decisions for themselves are out of the way, let’s get back to
this dull match. Mankind pounds on Roadie in the corner and
hits a running knee to the head. Snow pokes Road Dogg with a
chair in the ribs which isn’t a DQ for some reason. Neither is
the shot to Road Dogg’s back from Mankind.

Mankind hooks a reverse chinlock back in the ring followed by
a lot of stomping in the corner from Al. Mankind gets two off
a knee lift as things continue to go slowly. Snow hits his
headbutts but Road Dogg fires off some lefts and a big right
to take Snow down. Everything breaks down and the crowd is
DEAD for this. They head to the floor with the Outlaws taking
over.



Snow gets beaten on for awhile before clotheslining Roadie
down and it’s not hot tag to Mankind. Mankind pounds away for
a bit but gets caught by the Fameasser for two. Snow hits the
Snow Plow on Road Dogg and here’s Socko. Both Outlaws get
Clawed but they both hit Mankind low to escape. Snow hits
Billy with Head to give Mankind a two count, followed quickly
by  the  Outlaws  hitting  a  spike  piledriver  on  Mankind  to
retain.

Rating: D. This got better at the end but the twelve minutes
before that were way too dull to be considered good at all.
Mankind and Snow were there to fill in spots and while that’s
ok, it doesn’t make for an interesting match. It didn’t help
that the crowd was deader than Billy Gunn’s career for most of
the match. Nothing to see here.

Here’s another tag match from Wrestlemania 2000.

Head Cheese vs. T&A

Snow brings out Chester McCheeserton, which is a guy in a
cheese suit. Snow: “This is better than Shawn on a zipline.”
That would be Test and Albert (Tensai) with the brand new
Trish Stratus as their manager. Test and Blackman start as
JR’s mic goes out. Test gets kicked down quickly but it’s off
to Albert who hits a quick splash in the corner for two. Snow
comes in for a few seconds but it’s quickly back to Steve for
a running shoulder which takes Albert down.

Snow comes in again sans tag with a slingshot legdrop to the
back of Albert’s head. Blackman breaks up a gorilla press
attempt from Albert to give Snow two. Head Cheese double teams
Albert as the fans are dying faster and faster by the minute
here.  Chester  annoys  Trish  as  Blackman  drops  a  knee  on
Albert’s crotch. Off to Snow who gets caught in a suplex,
allowing for the ice cold tag to Test.

T&A his a double powerbomb on Snow as JR calls it bowling shoe
ugly. Snow hits an Asai Moonsault on Test before the modified



Trash  Compactor  (backbreaker  by  Blackman/guillotine  legdrop
from Snow) for two on Test. The match breaks down even more as
Albert hits a gorilla press on Blackman before a top rope
elbow by Test gets the pin.

Rating: D-. Anything with Trish in an outfit that small can’t
be a failure, but at the same time this match absolutely
sucked. There was NOTHING good going on here and they weren’t
just on different pages, but rather in different libraries.
This  was  absolutely  horrible  and  one  of  the  worst  Mania
matches ever.

Snow would become a bit more serious near the end of the year
and win the European Title. Here’s a defense from Smackdown,
October 5, 2000.

European Title: X-Pac vs. Al Snow

X-Pac is challenging and Head is dressed as a vampire for
Halloween.  William  Regal  is  on  commentary  and  complaining
about Snow making a mockery of the European Title. Snow nails
a spinwheel kick and hammers away in the corner, only to get
kicked in the face right back. Snow comes back with right
hands and a moonsault gets two. Head gets involved but Snow is
sent to the floor. Regal tries to interfere but Billy Gunn
sneaks in and lays out X-Pac, giving Snow the pin.

Snow would take a good deal of time off to film Tough Enough.
We’ll pick things up on Raw, October 21, 2002.

Al Snow vs. Tommy Dreamer

Singapore Cane match. We start with a cane duel and Snow gets
in the first connecting shots to the legs. Out to the floor
and Dreamer fires away more cane shots but Snow headbutts him
down. Back in and Dreamer kicks Al low, followed by a missed
cane shot from an interfering Nowitski to give Dreamer the
pin. Nothing to see here.



Snow would start wrestling less around this time and do some
commentary on Heat. This led to a battle of the announcers
(because those work SO well) and this match at Unforgiven
2003.

Jim Ross/Jerry Lawler vs. Al Snow/Jonathan Coachman

The winner to do the announcing for Raw. Yes, they asked
people to pay $34.95 for this. There’s no commentary for this.
I think I can get by without the extra jokes somehow. The
wrestlers start and Lawler kind of botches a rollup. Ok then.
The  lack  of  commentary  is  weird  here  but  then  again  I’m
watching Ross and Coach on PPV. You can hear them shouting at
each other a lot better which is weird to hear.

That might be Ross’ big mouth though so there we are. Snow
“hits” a clothesline and I say that in the weakest sense of
the word hit. Snow, being younger and better at this point,
dominates as we’re just waiting on the other guys to come in
and  make  it  a  comedy  match.  Coach  is  the  team  captain
apparently. Oh dear. There’s the piledriver on Snow and JR
does commentary from the apron. The foot gets to the ropes but
Snow sold that like he had an anvil fall on his head so I
can’t complain there.

And it’s Coach time, which has even Snow wondering what the
heck he’s doing. As usual, Lawler’s offense is shall we say
limited? The middle rope punch hits but Snow makes the save.
Ross gets a blind tag and the referee is fine with it I guess.
He beats up Coach for awhile and I see why he stayed in the
booth for his career.

Coach keeps shouting not in the face which is funny. And
here’s Jericho to kick Ross in the head and let Coach and Snow
become the Raw announcers tomorrow. Ross would beat Coach in 8
days to get the sanity back. Jericho says this is to get back
at Austin for no apparent reason.

Rating: F. Seriously, do I need to explain why this going on



for 8 minutes was a bad idea? It was mainly Al Snow vs. Jerry
Lawler and someone thought this was a good idea. Here’s the
thing: no one really cares about announcers in a national
company. Wait scratch that. They do care about them, but only
the way they sound. We don’t want to see them in the ring
other than a once a year match from Lawler in Memphis. That’s
it. Now stop doing this nonsense.

Snow would basically retire from the WWE ring soon after this
but return as an old gimmick on Raw, April 12, 2004.

Tajiri vs. Shinobi

Shinobi is Snow’s old ninja gimmick and is here as part of
Coach’s feud with Tajiri. If Tajiri wants to fight Coach at
Backlash, he has to win here. The ninja is just called a ninja
here but it’s the same gear and character so we’ll go with
Shinobi. They trade wristlocks to start before Tajiri fires
off some kicks and the handspring elbow. He goes for the mask
but gets kicked in the back of the head. Shinobi slaps the
referee in the face and Coach breaks up the Tarantula. The
Snow Plow is countered and the Buzzsaw Kick is good for the
pin.

Rating: D. This was an angle instead of a match and there’s
nothing wrong with that. Unfortunately that’s about the extent
of stuff that wasn’t wrong here. The match was dull and given
that Coach has no friends, the identity wasn’t that hard if
you knew what to look for. Bad match, even though I like
Tajiri.

Shinobi is unmasked as Al Snow post match.

Snow  wouldn’t  wrestle  much  after  this  other  than  a  few
appearance on ECW on Sci-Fi not important enough to include.
He  would  become  an  agent  in  TNA  but  would  occasionally
wrestle, including at Hardcore Justice 2010.

Brother Runt vs. Al Snow vs. Rhyno



Runt is Spike Dudley of course and is nearly bald. This is
elimination rules and better not break 8 minutes. Spike hits a
dive that is ok after some basic stuff. He plays the role of
the pinball of course and I still wonder what Snow has to do
with this. Snow hits the trapping headbutts on Rhyno. TNA guys
are  watching  in  the  back.  Why  they’re  here  is  beyond  me
because they’re not wrestling.

Acid Drop to Rhyno is blocked and this needs to end fast.
We’re on the floor again and you actually can’t see due to the
lighting. The referee goes down and Head drills Rhyno. Spike
does the Eddie chair thing by slamming the mat with it and
throwing it to Rhyno. He and Snow do the same thing so they’re
all down. Oh my head hurts. Acid Drop ends Snow and then the
Gore ends the whole thing.

Rating: D. I like Snow but this was just bad. There’s a reason
these guys retired: THEY AREN’T THAT GOOD ANYMORE. Rhyno is ok
at best and he’s the biggest star by far in this. At least he
won I suppose, but this was just random as all goodness with
no point at all. Well at least it’s over and wasn’t that long.

We’ll wrap it up with Bound For Glory 2012, where Snow is
facing Joey Ryan. Ryan had been on Gut Check but didn’t get
Snow’s vote. He tormented Snow for months so here’s his chance
at a job.

Al Snow vs. Joey Ryan

Ryan hides in the corner to start and the fans want Head. Snow
is in workout clothes instead of wrestling gear. Snow gets
down on all fours and lets Ryan get in a free chance to start.
That goes about as well as you would expect for Ryan and he
hides in the corner again. This is a good choice for putting
on after the big street fight that just happened. It’s a way
for the fans to calm down a bit.

Ryan keeps trying basic offense and Snow stops him at every
turn. A delayed slam puts Joey down and Snow takes him to the



mat with a headlock. Ryan gets in a shot to the ribs and a
suplex for two. Snow comes back with the trapping headbutts
and grabs Joey’s chest hair. Snow takes him down again for two
and the fans want Head. And that’s what they get from under
the ring. Ryan shoves the referee down and steals the Head for
a makeout scene. Snow ties Joey up in the ring skirt….and
here’s Matt Morgan to Carbon Footprint Snow into next week.
Ryan gets the easy pin at 8:28.

Rating: D+. This was about what you would expect from Al Snow
in 2012. The Morgan twist was fine and a pairing between him
and Ryan could be interesting, as if nothing else Ryan could
use a bodyguard. This was the ending they had to go with and
there’s nothing wrong with that, especially with faces being
undefeated in the first hour.

Al Snow is a good example of a solid hand who never got above
the midcard. He was a solid trainer though and can have a
watchable match with anyone. That’s a very valuable hand to
have and his hardcore stuff set him apart from a lot of the
guys in wrestling that were talented but never did anything.
Given how long it was before he got over on a major stage, he
had quite the career.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of on the History of ECW Pay Per Views at Amazon for just
$3.99 at:

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for
under $4 at:


